
LIFE COACHES CONFERENCE FOR LIFE COACHES THAT COACH LIFE 
COACHES.

By Ally Kornfeld

INT. STUDIO LIVING ROOM - DAY

A group of nine or so are gathered in the studio lounge. A 
cheesy Graphic is projected onto a wall: 

“Life Coaching Program for Life 
Coaches of the Life Coaches’ 

Life Coaches.”

Morgan, 30s-50s, in business casual, a natural leader, soft, 
nurturing, confident stands addressing the others.

MORGAN
Hello everyone! Welcome to the life 
coaching program for life coaches 
who coach life coaches. 

(beat)
The only seminar specifically aimed 
at how to become better life 
coaches for our life coaches. 

(explaining)
By that I mean our clients, not our 
own life coaches that coach us.

(beat)
Now, before we get into it, does 
anyone have any questions?

SAM, 30’s, upbeat A-type raises her hand. 

SAM
Hello, I’m Sam. I’m a level 3 life 
coach.

EVERYONE
Hello/hi Sam!

SAM
And I’m very proud that I get to 
coach other life coaches. Um, 
recently I went to my life coach, 
for some advice, because Sarah, who 
is my client and she coaches Tim, 
is feeling a little insecure about 
her ability to... I guess for lack 
of a better word - be a good life 
coach.
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MORGAN
I understand.

SAM
So my coach suggested that she 
coach Sarah, and I coach Tim. Which 
means my client would no longer be 
life coaching anyone, and so I’m 
not sure what sort of advice I 
could give. 

MORGAN
I think we can all admit this is a 
common problem. I wouldn’t stop 
coaching Sarah, but I would suggest 
that she get help from your life 
coach, and then maybe your coach 
can pass on some guidelines for 
coaching others who are not 
coaching anyone. That would benefit 
both of you.

SAM
Me and Sarah?

MORGAN
You and Tim.

SAM
I can see that.

MORGAN
Any more quick questions?

GERALD, 20’s excited to be there raises his hand. 

GERALD
(pointing at each person)

Hi. I’m Gerald, Level 5. I coach 
Jerad.

JERAD
Hello!

GERALD
And Jerad life coaches Ella.

ELLA
Hi.

GERALD
Who coaches Alan.
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ALAN
I’m Alan!

GERALD
And Alan has a has a client that is 
interested in communication 
techniques for when others come to 
them for advice.

MORGAN
Great question. 

Morgan clicks to the projected slide: 

SMART GOALS 
Specific - Measurable - Action 
orientated - Realistic - Time-

bound.

MORGAN (CONT'D)
I would coach Jerad using SMART 
Goals. Specific, Measurable, Action 
orientated, Realistic, Time-bound 
goals. 

Gerald turns to Jerad.

GERALD
Jerad, let’s try using SMART Goals.

Jerad turns to Ella.

JERAD
Thanks, Gerald. Ella, we’re going 
to use the SMART Goals technique.

Ella turns to Alan.

ELLA
Alan, try using SMART Goals with 
your client. 

ALAN
(to Ella)

Actually Ella, I was wondering if 
the GROW Model might work?  

Ella turns to Jerad.

ELLA
Jerad would the GROW Model also 
work here?

Jerad turns to Gerald.
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JERAD
Gerald, could we use the GROW 
Model?

Gerald raises his hand to Morgan.

MORGAN
Yes, Gerald?

GERALD
Can I suggest the GROW Model?

Morgan clicks to a projected slide: 

GROW - Goal - Reality - Obstacles - Way Forward.

MORGAN
Oh, yes that’s a popular Life 
Coaching term! GROW: Goal, Reality, 
Obstacles and Way Forward. You 
know, I guess GROW could work.

GERALD
(to Jerad)

Yes, let’s use the GROW Model.

JERAD
(to Ella)

Yes, we’re going to use the GROW 
Model.

ELLA
I’m sorry, what does the O stand 
for again?

JERAD
(to Gerald)

What was the O in GROW for?

GERALD
(to Morgan)

Hi. Yes, could you repeat what the 
O is for in the GROW Model?

MORGAN
I’m going to throw this question 
out to the crowd. 

Ella throws her hand in the air and yells--

ELLA
Obstacle!
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GERALD
(to Jerad)

Obstacle.

JERAD
(to Ella)

It means Obstacle.

ELLA
(to Alan)

We can use the GROW Model.

ALAN
Got it.

Alan walks up to Morgan and puts his hand on her shoulder.

ALAN (CONT'D)
You should use the GROW Model.

They share a meaningful embrace.

MORGAN
Alan is my life coach guys. 

Everyone claps. Uplifting music starts.

MORGAN (CONT'D)
We’ll take a quick break, then 
we’re going to coach our life 
coaches, not our clients, the ones 
that coach us! That’s you Alan.

Alan waves, as we zoom out to break.

END
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